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MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Chair and Members of the Board  DATE:   1/8/2020 


          FROM: Glen Klinkhart 
Interim Director, Marijuana Control 
Board 


RE:       Arctic Bakery, LLC #16006 
 
 


  
 
Arctic Bakery, LLC, a marijuana product manufacturing facility, is requesting approval of amendment(s) to five of 
its products.  Attached is MJ-15 Operating Plan Change, as well as the current-approved products. 
 
Temporary approval was requested, but was not reviewed for temp approval at the time of this memo. 
 


1. Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate Espresso 
2. Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate Sea Salt 
3. Northern Stars – Dark Chocolate 
4. Northern Stars – Milk Chocolate Espresso 
5. Northern Stars – Milk Chocolate 








Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov  


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco  
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Form MJ-15: Operating Plan Change 


 [Form MJ-15] (rev 08/13/2018)  Page 1 of 2 


What is this form? 


This operating plan change form is required for all marijuana establishment licensees seeking to change a licensed marijuana 


establishment’s existing operating plan, as required by 3 AAC 306.100. With this form, a licensee may request changes to as much 


or as little as desired of Form MJ-01 and/or the corresponding operating plan supplemental for the establishment’s license type.  


The required $250 change fee may be made by check, cashier’s check, or money order. 


Please complete and submit with this form the pages of Form MJ-01 and/or the corresponding operating plan supplemental that 


contain sections that you are requesting to change. All fields must be completed of any page for which you are requesting changes 


– upon board approval, the submitted pages will replace those currently on file. If your current, approved operating plan is on the


original version of the forms, you may be required to complete and submit the new operating plan forms in their entirety.


The form(s) that I am requesting board approval to change is: 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Form MJ-03: Retail Marijuana Store Operating Plan Supplemental 


Form MJ-04: Marijuana Cultivation Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


Form MJ-06: Marijuana Testing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


This form must be completed and submitted to AMCO’s main office prior to changing existing operations. The 


licensed establishment’s operations may not be altered unless and until the director has given temporary approval 


or the Marijuana Control Board (MCB) has given final approval of the changes. Please note that licensees seeking to 


change operating plans for multiple licenses must submit a separate completed copy of this form for each license. 


Enter information for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 


Licensee: MJ License #: 


License Type: 


Doing Business As: 


Premises Address: 


City: State: Alaska ZIP: 


Section 1 – Establishment Information 


AMCO Received 1/2/2020


Arctic Bakery LLC 16006


Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility


Arctic Bakery LLC


1409 Well St.


Fairbanks 99701


✔



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco





Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-15: Operating Plan Change 


Section 2 - Summary of Changes 
Provide a summary of the changes for which you are requesting approval. 


MJ-05 - Alternate Packaging for Edibles 
Adding several sizes of mylar pouches for packaging 7 flavors of chocolates Including: 
Northern Stars flavors: Dark Chocolate, Dark Chocolate Sea Salt, Dark Chocolate Expresso, 
Dark Chocolate Orange, Dark Chocolate Raspberry, Milk Chocolate and Milk Chocolate Expresso. 
This addltlonal packaging Includes new artwork and branding. 


The new pouches will be used in addition to boxes. New artwork and branding will be used 
on the boxes as well. 


Alternate packaging Includes having various numbers of candles per pouch, or box, from 2 to 1 O. 


Section 3 - Declarations 


Read each statement below, and then sign your initials In the corresponding box to the right: 


The proposed changes conform to all applicable public health, fire, and safety laws. 


I understand that any temporary approval granted by the director is pending a final decision by the MCB; therefore, any 
investment I make, based upon temporary approval, is at my own risk. 


Initials 


D 'd C L · Flamur Limani __ a_v_i ___ · _a_n_n_,_n_g ______ , My Commission Expiros: <2,-s'i<Ob/15 M commission expires: c,)/0 r.,/7 5 
Printed name of licensee 


Subscribed and sworn to before me this Z. Y M:lay of _O_• _c.. ____ ~ 20lf/----. 


AMCO Director Review for Temporary Approval Pending Flnal MCB Decision: Approved Disapproved 


• 
Printed ame ofDirecto Date 


[Form MJ.15) (rev 08/13/2018) 
Ucense# 16006 PageZofZ 
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Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Espresso Powder, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


6 gram brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil or mylar and placed in a child-resistant,
reclosable pouch.


Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil or mylar wrapper and put in a pouch then
labeled.


AMCO Received 1/3/2020
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.


AMCO Received 1/3/2020







Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Sea Salt, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


6 gram brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil or mylar and placed in a child-resistant,
reclosable pouch.


Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil or mylar wrapper and put in a pouch then
labeled.


AMCO Received 1/3/2020
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


6 gram brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil or mylar and placed in a child-resistant,
reclosable pouch.


Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil or mylar wrapper and put in a pouch then
labeled.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Individually wrapped chocolate candies will be further packaged in a
white mylar pouch or paper box; sized to match the number of
candies; up to 10.  Labels, or pre-printing, will be attached to the face
and back of the pouch.  The label on the face of the box will show
the main brand marks, product picture, name, etc.  Labels on the
back will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.


The pouch is child-resistant by having a heat sealed top.  5 mg THC
per serving (1 piece of chocolate) with a maximum of 50 mg per
pouch.
For a 1 piece pouch or box a total of  5 mg of THC
For a 2 piece pouch or box a total of 10 mg of THC
For a 3 piece pouch or box a total of 15 mg of THC
For a 4 piece pouch or box a total of 20 mg of THC
For a 5 piece pouch or box a total of 25 mg of THC
For a 6 piece pouch or box a total of 30 mg of THC
For a 7 piece pouch or box a total of 35 mg of THC
For an 8 piece pouch or box a total of 40 mg of THC
For a 9 pieice pouch or box a total of  45 mg of THC
For a 10 piece pouch or box a total of 50 mg of THC.
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Current approved 


product(s) 







Northern Stars- Dark Chocolate Expresso


Edible


1 inch


1
 in


ch


Best within 3 months


Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Espresso Powder, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


Dark Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil wrapper and four (4) put in a box and
labeled with a label forming a non-tearable seal on the box.


Brown star shaped smooth and firm Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis Distillate 
Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil and placed in a child-resistant, reclosable box of 
four (4) pieces per box.


16006


Yes


Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars Dark Chocolate Expresso


Edible


4 chocolate candies will be packaged in a white square box sized about 3" x 3" x 3/4"
high.  The inner box holding the candies will slide out of an outer wrap-around cover.
Labels, described below, will be attached to the top of the box and the bottom. The
label on the top of the box will show the main                                                                        brand marks, product picture, name, etc.
The label on the bottom will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.
The box is child-resistant by having two folding tabs that must be pressed against the
box allowing the sliding interior box to be pushed out.  This forces the purchaser to turn
the box over; exposing the warnings and information.


5 mg THC per serving (1 piece of chocolate)  20 mg per package


16006 Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars- Dark Chocolate Sea Salt


Edible


1 inch


1
 in


ch


Best within 3 months


Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Sea Salt, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


Dark Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil wrapper and four (4) put in a box and
labeled with a label forming a non-tearable seal on the box.


Brown star shaped smooth and firm Dark Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis 
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil and placed in a child-resistant, 
reclosable box of four (4) pieces per box.


16006


Yes


Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars Dark Chocolate Sea Salt


Edible


4 chocolate candies will be packaged in a white square box sized about 3" x 3" x 3/4"
high.  The inner box holding the candies will slide out of an outer wrap-around cover.
Labels, described below, will be attached to the top of the box and the bottom. The
label on the top of the box will show the main                                                                        brand marks, product picture, name, etc.
The label on the bottom will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.
The box is child-resistant by having two folding tabs that must be pressed against the
box allowing the sliding interior box to be pushed out.  This forces the purchaser to turn
the box over; exposing the warnings and information.


5 mg THC per serving (1 piece of chocolate)  20 mg THC per package


16006 Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars- Dark Chocolate


Edible


1 inch


1
 in


ch


Best within 3 months


Ingredients: Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), sunflower
lecithin, vanilla, Cannabis Distillate Oil.


Dark Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil wrapper and four (4) put in a box and
labeled with a label forming a non-tearable seal on the box.


Brown star shaped smooth and firm Dark Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis 
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil and placed in a child-resistant, 
reclosable box of four (4) pieces per box.


16006


Yes


Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars Dark Chocolate


Edible


4 chocolate candies will be packaged in a white square box sized about 3" x 3" x 3/4"
high.  The inner box holding the candies will slide out of an outer wrap-around cover.
Labels, described below, will be attached to the top of the box and the bottom. The
label on the top of the box will show the main                                                                        brand marks, product picture, name, etc.
The label on the bottom will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.
The box is child-resistant by having two folding tabs that must be pressed against the
box allowing the sliding interior box to be pushed out.  This forces the purchaser to turn
the box over; exposing the warnings and information.


5 mg THC per serving (1 piece of chocolate)  20 mg per package


16006 Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Ingredients: Milk chocolate (sugar, milk, cocoa butter, unsweetened chocolate),
sunflower lecithin, vanilla, espresso powder, Cannabis Distillate Oil.  CONTAINS MILK.


Brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis 
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil and placed in a child-resistant, reclosable 
box of four (4) pieces per box.


Northern Stars-Milk Chocolate Expresso 


Milk Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil wrapper and four (4) put in a box and
labeled with a label forming a non-tearable seal on the box.


1 inch


1
 in


ch


Best within 3 monthsYes
Edible


16006
Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars-Milk Chocolate Expresso


Edible


4 chocolate candies will be packaged in a white square box sized about 3" x 3" x 3/4"
high.  The inner box holding the candies will slide out of an outer wrap-around cover.
Labels, described below, will be attached to the top of the box and the bottom. The
label on the top of the box will show the main                                                                        brand marks, product picture, name, etc.
The label on the bottom will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.
The box is child-resistant by having two folding tabs that must be pressed against the
box allowing the sliding interior box to be pushed out.  This forces the purchaser to turn
the box over; exposing the warnings and information.


5 mg THC per serving (1 piece of chocolate)  20 mg THC per package


16006 Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Ingredients: Milk chocolate (sugar, milk, cocoa butter, unsweetened chocolate),
sunflower lecithin, vanilla, Cannabis Distillate Oil.  CONTAINS MILK.


Brown star shaped smooth and firm Milk Chocolate pieces infused with Cannabis 
Distillate Oil. Each individually wrapped in foil and placed in a child-resistant, reclosable 
box of four (4) pieces per box.


Northern Stars-Milk Chocolate 


Milk Chocolate will be melted and tempered in specialized equipment and infused with
Cannabis Distillate Oil.  The chocolate mixture will be poured into molds and then
cooled.  Each piece will be wrapped with a foil wrapper and four (4) put in a box and
labeled with a label forming a non-tearable seal on the box.


1 inch


1
 in


ch


Best within 3 monthsYes
Edible


16006
Received by AMCO 8.22.19







Northern Stars-Milk Chocolate


Edible


4 chocolate candies will be packaged in a white square box sized about 3" x 3" x 3/4"
high.  The inner box holding the candies will slide out of an outer wrap-around cover.
Labels, described below, will be attached to the top of the box and the bottom. The
label on the top of the box will show the main                                                                        brand marks, product picture, name, etc.
The label on the bottom will contain all the regulation warnings, production plant
information and ingredients.
The box is child-resistant by having two folding tabs that must be pressed against the
box allowing the sliding interior box to be pushed out.  This forces the purchaser to turn
the box over; exposing the warnings and information.


5 mg THC per serving (1 piece of chocolate)  20 mg THC per package


16006 Received by AMCO 8.22.19









